
When Inmates Run The Asylum

As the signal for a pre-arranged fire drill, two months into our teaching year the piercing 
din of a fire alarm interrupted our day’s lesson.  Standing up, my students made ready to follow 
the exit path designated on recently distributed fire drill maps: impressively color-coded charts 
delivered with specific instructions from a newly assigned manager of discipline.  

Be absolutely sure, she had made it unequivocally clear:
Be sure to depart the building following a path indicated by the solid blue line.  
As the shrill whine of the alarm continued, no sooner had my students exited the 

classroom and entered the hallway to head north, intent upon following a path indicated by the 
solid blue line, then they found themselves stopped and aggressively herded, in a noisy 
confusion, backwards.  Moved now not north, but south, by an unmistakably displeased 
administrator – a man commandingly spouting his vehement disapproval.  Angrily he threw loud 
directives at the teachers who, or so he now unhappily proclaimed, were to have informed their 
students to follow not the blue line, but a path determined by the dotted red line.
	
 Bumping into one another, the students intermingled and then stood irresolute.  Hurrying 
to comply with suddenly belligerent orders, teachers urged the students to heed this unexpected 
change in policy.  Slowly the students began to reverse, and then to   incrementally trail the now 
south-moving crowd through a bottlenecked hallway, down two flights of stairs, and out double 
doors –  where, once again?
	
 They paused to congregate tentatively in the parking lot.

Students!  You may not remain in the parking lot, bellowed an administrator.
Students!  You must vacate this area, demanded an angry facilitator. 
Students!  You must move onto the football field, ordered a program manager.
Students!  You cannot remain on the football field, argued the original supervisor.
Students!  You should be moving north, fumed the anxious director of discipline.
Students!  You must cross the street, commanded a notably unhappy advisor.
Dividing haphazardly, the throng of bodies complied as orders flew.  Waveringly 

assembled into small groups, the students lumped up, here and there, until finally everyone came 
to a stand still.  Long minutes passed until the re-entry bell rang and, in an immediate response, a 
flurry of commands began to echo once again across the commons.  Multiple voices now loudly 
demanded that quickly, quickly, quickly the students move back to the building.  Melding 
together, gradually the various groups headed back – only to find upon reaching the school?
	
 That all outside doors had been locked.  

The decision to keep all entry doors secured during business hours had been made a week 
earlier by an abruptly promoted director of facilities. 

Bunching up next to the building, the students hovered uncertainly.  Suddenly, an 
entryway at the bottom of a stairwell which led up to the locker rooms (a door which had been 
skillfully propped open by a small rock) was located and dramatically released.  Held widely 
open by a red-faced administrator, everyone was urged to hurry inside.  

Finding myself standing next to this suddenly operable door, I followed orders to enter 
the stairwell along with those students around me; together we climbed upward only to come, 
roughly, to a decisive stop.  Those at the front of the line called down to say that the door at the 
top – the door located at the head of the stairwell?  Was locked.  And could not be opened.  
Groaning in unison, with great effort our now tightly-packed crowd struggled to reverse.   

Information passed up the line, however?   



Kept everyone in place.	

The door which had been conveniently, if illicitly, propped open?  
Was now closed.  
And irrevocably stuck.
Wedged claustrophobically into that closely secured two-and-a-half-story stairwell along 

with what felt to be dozens of animatedly squirming teenagers, I glanced down from my perch 
near the center of the stairwell.  Standing only a few steps below, a teaching peer looked up and 
offered me a cynically lopsided grin.

“So,” she commented wryly.  “This is what happens when they hire the inmates to run the 
asylum.”


